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bstract

To investigate the possibility of a cost-effective direct borohydride fuel cell (DBFC), the performance enhancement of a single cell is investigated
nder practical running conditions by adopting non-precious metal for the anode. Fluorinated Zr-based AB2-type hydrogen storage alloy with an

ffective area of 100 cm2 is selected as the anode catalyst. To minimize pressure loss from the enlarged cell size, a parallel-type anode channel
s designed, then the principal reasons for performance degradation are analyzed. Single-cell performance is mainly enhanced by adopting a
orrugated anode design, applying an anti-corrosion coating on the cathode channel, and controlling the fuel flow-rate and air humidity. The cell
erformance is estimated simply by measuring the wall temperature of the cell.
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. Introduction

Borohydrides are emerging as potential fuels for fuel cells
ecause of their high capacity and cell voltage. In particu-
ar, sodium borohydride (NaBH4) is stable in alkaline aqueous
olutions. Because of the low electrochemical potential of the
xidation of BH4

− and the high reactivity, it has been suggested
hat if the properties of NaBH4 are fully utilized, the devel-
pment of a high-quality fuel cell is possible [1–9]. Recently,
odium borohydride aqueous solution has become an interest-
ng alternative liquid fuel for fuel cells [7–15] due to its many
dvantageous features such as high energy capacity and safety.
oreover, non-precious materials can be used to catalyze anodic

eactions, so a low-cost system design is possible.
A direct borohydride fuel cell (DBFC) uses the NaBH4

olution as fuel, and electricity is produced via the following

eaction:

aBH4 + 2O2 → NaBO2 + 2H2O E◦ = 1.64 V (1)

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +82 51 510 2440; fax: +82 51 512 9835.
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Lee et al. [1] proposed a fuel cell comprised of an aqueous
lkaline solution of electrolytes containing a hydrogen-releasing
gent, and achieved a discharge capacity of 6000 mAh g−1

f NaBH4. Amendola et al. [2,3] suggested that boron redox
pecies can provide electrochemical cells for battery or energy-
torage systems. Liu et al. [8] measured the anodic performance
f alkali borohydrides on several electrocatalysts to develop
uitable electrode materials for borohydride-fueled fuel cells.
hey found the open-circuit potential to be dependent on the
orohydride concentration and also to be influenced by the
lectrocatalyst. Liu et al. [9] also tested the electrochemical per-
ormance of a micro-borohydride fuel cell at ambient conditions,
nd achieved a maximum power density of 40 mW cm−2 using
afion 112 membrane at room temperature. Many researchers
ave demonstrated the possibility of borohydrides as a fuel for
uel cells, but their operation has been mainly confined to labora-
ory trials. Ha et al. [18] suggested a practical design to prevent

aldistribution in liquid fuel cells via simulation and experi-
ents using full-scale samples. Recently, Li et al. [19] achieved
90 mW cm−2 from a direct borohydride fuel cell using a Pd
ixture for the anode, and demonstrated 110 W with a five-

tack cell with an effective area of 67 cm2 when the operating
emperature reached 60 ◦C. Kim et al. [20,21] studied the prac-
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Nomenclature

Hair,in air inlet humidity (%)
P0 power density (mW cm−2)
Qair air volume flow-rate (l min−1)
Qfuel fuel volume flow-rate (l min−1)
Tair,in air inlet temperature (◦C)
T fuel inlet temperature (◦C)
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fuel,in
Twall stack wall temperature (◦C)

ical application of a DBFC. Recently, the effect of hydrogen
eneration on the cell performance was studied. This reaction
ot only decreases fuel utilization, but also lowers the cell per-
ormance, because hydrogen bubbles hinder ion movement in
he anolyte [11,22].

In the work, reported here, the possibility of enhancing DBFC
erformance by adopting a non-precious metal for the anode is
nvestigated. To obtain realistic data, experimental conditions
re limited to within the practical operation conditions of the
omponents. Through parametric analysis, critical factors to
ncrease the performance of the DBFC are analyzed, and the
esults are applied in efforts to achieve this goal.

. Experimental methodology

.1. Experimental apparatus

A schematic representation of the experimental apparatus is
hown in Fig. 1. It is divided mainly into three parts, namely:
n air-supply loop, a fuel-supply loop, and a test section which
ncludes an electric load.

The air-supply loop is an open circuit. Dry air is supplied
rom a high-pressure air bomb. A pressure regulator is used as
depressurizing device, and the air mass flow-rate is measured

y a mass flow meter. To control air humidity, dry air passes
hrough a bubbler which is composed of a water tank, a heater
nd a voltage regulator. The condensed water in the supply line,
hich is generated from the highly humid air, is removed by

w
a
w
h

Fig. 1. Schematic representation
ources 180 (2008) 154–161 155

water trap before it reaches the cathode, and its temperature
nd humidity are measured by a resistance temperature detector
RTD) and a humidity sensor. The regulated air is supplied to
he cathode channel of a single-cell assembly, and is exhausted
o the environment after reaction.

The fuel-supply loop is a closed circuit. The fuel tank is made
rom a 200 mm diameter acrylic tube with a length of 300 mm.
t is immersed in a water bath to control the fuel temperature.

metering pump, whose discharge volume is calibrated by a
recise scale, supplies a fixed volume of the fuel, the temperature
f which is measured by a RTD. The regulated fuel is supplied to
he anode channel and is returned to the fuel tank after reaction.

The test section consists of a single cell, a 100 W electric
oad, and a data-acquisition system. The single cell is connected
o the electric load so as to measure its voltage and current,
nd the information is recorded by the data-acquisition system,
hich is connected to the electric load by the RS232 cable.

.2. Test section

The configuration of the single cell is shown in Fig. 2. It con-
ists of an anode end-plate, a nickel mesh, a membrane, and a
athode end-plate. A fluorinated Zr-based AB2-type hydrogen
torage alloy [4] was selected as the anode catalyst. It was precip-
tated in a nickel micro-fibre felt substrate, and was roll-pressed
o form a designed shape [20,21]. A Nafion 115 membrane was
sed to separate the anolyte from the cathode. For the cath-
de, Pt 5%–C on a carbon cloth substrate was used, and a nickel
esh served as the gas-diffusion layer to separate the anode from

he membrane to form a space for the fuel [12]. For the anode
uel, a solution of 10 wt.% NaBH4 was prepared by dissolving
odium borohydride in 20 wt.% NaOH solution. Humidified air
as supplied for the oxidant.
The end-plates were made of stainless steel and had an effec-

ive area of 100 cm2. The aspect ratio of the end-plates was 1.56.
erpentine-shaped channels with a hydraulic diameter of 1.2 mm

ere formed on the cathode end-plate. The cathode end-plates

re shown in Fig. 3. On the anode end-plate, parallel channels
ith a 2.7 mm spacing, a 0.5 mm wall thickness, and a 2 mm
eight were used [21].

of experimental apparatus.
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Fig. 2. Configuration of single cell.

.3. Test method

The pressure regulator on the air-side was turned on when
he target bubbler temperature was achieved, and the valve in the
ater trap was opened to evacuate humid air into the atmosphere.
t the same time, 2 kg of fuel was prepared in the fuel tank and

tored in the water bath to adjust the fuel temperature. If the
uel temperature was within the targetted values, the fuel pump
as turned on to circulate the fuel in the stack. Experiment was

tarted when air and fuel conditions meet the targetted value by
losing the valve on the air-side water trap. The electric load was

et in the constant-current mode, and the load was increased or
ecreased stepwise.

Fig. 3. Photograph of cathode end-plate.
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The air inlet temperature was kept less than 70 ◦C for the
afety of the membrane, and the fuel inlet temperature was main-
ained at a value less than 60 ◦C to suppress hydrogen generation.

. Results and discussion

.1. Effect of corrugated anode

One of the most important advantages of the DBFC when
t is applied for portable usage is the possibility of building a
ost-effective system by adopting a non-precious metal for the
node. The fuel cell system should be not only cost-effective but
hould also give high performance in the view of real product
pplication. Many researchers have attempted to improve the
erformance of DBFCs through enhancing anode performance,
nd they have reported many positive results [4,19–21], yet they
ave used noble metals in the anode. To obtain an economical
BFC, it is necessary to maximize the performance without
sing noble metals in the anode. Undoubtedly, the performance
f cathode should equally be optimized, but it is too early to
onsider the cathode because of insufficient research results.

At the same time, the size of the cell should also be practical.
ecently, the results of practical sized cells have been announced

10,11]. With respect to decreasing cell size, it is necessary to
onsider the pressure loss problem in the anode channel, because
his is one of the most important issues in the advancement of
BFCs. A serpentine channel is usually adopted for the anode.

n practice, however, the serpentine channel has many disadvan-
ages, because active hydrogen generation causes hydrogen-fuel
wo-phase flow, so that a large pressure loss and pressure fluctu-
tions occur. In particular, a long and narrow serpentine channel
ggravates these problems. Because it is difficult to install a large
umping device in a practical system, the fuel flow-rate should
lso be appropriately determined.

High-pressure loss causes another problem in the stacking of
ells. Usually, it is advantageous to build cells as high as pos-
ible to obtain a higher voltage for achieving higher efficiency
n the power converter, but a high-pressure loss induces mald-
stribution in the anode fuel which is one of the main reasons
f stacking loss [23]. To reduce the loss when cells are stacked,
distribution design of the channel to reduce pressure loss is

nevitable. A DBFC uses liquid fuel in the anode, and complex
wo-phase flow takes place in the channel from hydrogen gen-
ration [5,10,11,14,21], so severe pressure drop and pressure
uctuations in the anode channel, which will induce unstable
ystem operation and local failure of the fuel supply, is expected.

To maximize single-cell performance without using noble
etals in the anode within practical experimental conditions,
fluorinated Zr-based AB2-type hydrogen storage alloy [4]
as selected as the anode catalyst, which was precipitated

nto a nickel micro-fibre felt substrate. The active area of the
embrane–electrode assembly (MEA) is 100 cm2, which is

erived from a 200 W power generator for portable appliances.

he MEA has stainless-steel end-plates. To make a tight contact
etween the end-plates and the MEA, the stacking force was
aintained at 980 N cm. Its performance was then measured

ccording to the experimental conditions.
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Fig. 5. Visualization photo of anode channel when active hydro-
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ig. 4. Power density as a function of current density for different fuel and air
ow-rates: Tair,in = 40 ◦C, Hair,in = 65%, Tfuel,in = 60 ◦C.

Fig. 4 shows the power density as a function of current density
or different flow-rates of fuel and oxidant. To obtain practical
onditions, the fuel flow-rate was changed from 53 × 10−3 to
63.8 × 10−3 l min−1, and the air flow-rate was changed from 5
o 10 l min−1. The maximum power density is 68 mW cm−2 at
40 mA cm−2. Liu et al. [9] obtained 40 mW cm−1 using a Ni
node. Even though the anode material is not exactly same, the
ell performance is similar in both cases. Large variations in per-
ormance are observed according to the increase in air flow-rate
ecause of the change in the partial pressure of oxygen and the
leaning effect of the high air velocity (22 m s−1 at 10 l min−1).
epending on the increase in air flow-rate, NaOH generated

t the cathode can be effectively removed by the driving force
f the air flow, so it is beneficial to secure the active catalyst
ite. The difference in performance between 5 and 10 l min−1

f air flow is 21% at a fuel flow-rate of 108.4 × 10−3 l min−1.
ncreasing the fuel flow-rate has an insignificant effect on cell
erformance with a 10 l min−1 air flow-rate, whereas the perfor-
ance increases with increase in the fuel flow-rate at 5 l min−1.

t appears that there is an interaction between fuel flow-rate and
ir flow-rate, which means there is an optimum point for cell per-
ormance, but the effect of fuel flow-rate does not correspond
ith published data [11,16,17].
For a better understanding of the real phenomena, optical

xamination of the anode channel was undertaken. New end-
lates were prepared from transparent acrylic material. Because
he strength of acrylic is not high enough, the stacking force was
educed to a tenth of that of the stainless-steel cell. Fig. 5 shows
n image of the anode channel. From the borohydride hydroly-
is reaction, the borohydride electro-oxidation reaction and the
ydrogen electro-oxidation reaction [10], active fuel-hydrogen
wo-phase flow developed in the channel. It appears that the
slug’ flow of the fuel-hydrogen blocked the fuel from contact-
ng the anode. It is known that hydrogen generation decreases
he rate of the anode reaction because hydrogen bubbles, if not

emoved, hinder the active sites of the catalyst [11]. In this sys-
em, the velocity of the bubbles is sufficiently rapid and they
re easily removed, so that hydrogen generation is not a key
eterminant of cell performance.

n
a
z
t

en generation occurs: Qair = 10 l min−1, Tair,in = 60 ◦C, Hair,in = 100%,

fuel = 100 × 10−3 l min−1, Tfuel,in = 61 ◦C.

To observe the real phenomena around the anode, a kit anode
hannel (depth: 2 mm), which can be inserted between the mem-
rane and the anode, was prepared and subjected to optical
bservation, as shown in Fig. 6. In this experiment, there is a
mm gap between the membrane and the anode because of the
resence of the kit channel. Different to the phenomena in Fig. 5,
arge stationary hydrogen bubbles are found between the anode
nd the acrylic end-plate. The hydrogen bubbles do not move
ven though the fuel pump is continuously operated, so it can
e concluded that there are also stationary bubbles between the
embrane and the anode in a normal MEA arrangement and

hese will form a dead zone during normal operation. Hydrogen
ubbles that are held in the narrow gap between the membrane
nd the flat anode are not expected to be exhausted because there
s no effective driving force to push them out. Because the gap
s too narrow, the given pumping pressure cannot overcome the
urface tension to discharge the bubbles. The stationary hydro-
en acts as a resistance to smooth ion transfer from the anode to
he cathode by reducing the effective area.

The cell performance slightly increases when there is a gap
etween the anode and the membrane and thus it is not necessary
o make tight contact between these two components. Because
a+ ions can easily be transferred through the liquid fuel, it is not
ecessary to attach the anode to the membrane. A more effective

pproach for the performance enhancement is to reduce the dead
one by evacuating the hydrogen bubbles that are held between
he anode and the membrane.
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the surface of the cathode catalyst.

As with the end-plates, the colour of the nickel mesh, which
is located between the membrane and the cathode, turned black.
ig. 6. Photograph of anode when hydrogen bubbles are held in narrow
ap between anode and acrylic end-plate: Qair = 10 l min−1, Tair,in = 60 ◦C,

air,in = 100%, Qfuel = 100 × 10−3 l min−1, Tfuel,in = 61 ◦C.

A corrugated-shaped anode was designed to utilize the phe-
omena as shown in Fig. 7. The corrugated anode had a gap
etween the valleys, so it was expected to assist the evacuation
f the hydrogen. Moreover, a better performance is anticipated
han that of the conventional flat-type anode even though the con-
act point between the anode and the membrane is small. Power
ensity as a function of current density for different anode shapes
s shown in Fig. 8. The corrugated anode gives 27% higher per-
ormance than that from a flat anode. It is concluded that the

mproved performance is due to the removal of hydrogen held in
he gap between the anode and the membrane so that ion transfer
rom the liquid fuel to the membrane becomes smoother.

Fig. 7. Photograph of corrugated anode.

F
i
Q

ig. 8. Power density as a function of current density for flat and corrugated
node: Qair = 5 l min−1, Tair,in = 45.5 ◦C, Hair,in = 65%, Qfuel = 108.4 × 10−3

min−1, Tfuel,in = 60 ◦C.

.2. Effect of galvanic corrosion

Fig. 3 shows the surface of the cathode end-plate after exper-
ment. Although this component is made of stainless steel which
as high corrosion resistance, many black spots are observed on
he surface of the channel and these are electrically resistant. It
ppears that the stainless-steel end-plate is subject to galvanic
orrosion. Accordingly, a gold anti-corrosion coating is applied
o the channel surface.

Fig. 9 shows the power density as a function of current density
or the anti-corrosion coated cell according to a change in air
umidity. The performance is increased by 56% as a result of
he anti-corrosion coating, which secures the active area for the
mooth transfer of electrons. Additionally, the cell performance
s increased about 11% when the humidity is raised from 65 to
5%. It is considered that humidification of the air has a positive
ffect on the removal of sodium hydroxide that accumulates on
ig. 9. Power density as a function of current density for different humid-
ty for anti-corrosion coated cathode channel: Qair = 5 l min−1, Tair,in = 46 ◦C,

fuel = 108.4 × 10−3 l min−1, Tfuel,in = 60 ◦C.
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P = −70.5 + 3.8T , r2 = 0.87 (3)
ig. 10. Power density as a function of current density for anti-corrosion coated
athode mesh: Tair,in = 59 ◦C, Hair,in = 98%, Tfuel,in = 37 ◦C.

ven though nickel has a higher corrosion resistance than stain-
ess steel, its corrosion resistance is not high enough and so
n anti-corrosion coating was applied to gain a performance
mprovement. The experimental results are presented in Fig. 10.
he cell performance increases by 72% compared with the use of
ncoated-nickel mesh. For an increase in the fuel flow-rate from
5.3 × 10−3 to 53 × 10−3 l min−1, the performance increases by
nly 2.5%. It seems that the activity of anode catalyst cannot be
nhanced just by increasing the fuel flow-rate; the highest cell
erformance is obtained at a 53 × 10−3 l min−1 of fuel flow-rate
nd a 10 l min−1 of air flow-rate. Moreover, the performance is
ower than that with a 5 l min−1 of air flow-rate when the fuel
ow-rate is 108.4 × 10−3 l min−1.

The pressure loss at the anode side changes dramatically with
xperimental time. The results are presented in Fig. 11. Large
uctuations occur over the whole experimental period. More-
ver, a negative pressure loss is found, which indicates a back
ow of fuel. Generated hydrogen rushes to the limited area of the

uel outlet, so the absolute pressure in the fuel outlet suddenly
ncreases, and the increased pressure pushes the fuel back to the
uel inlet. This phenomenon releases the pressure load in the fuel

ig. 11. Fuel side pressure loss: Qair = 10 l min−1, Tair,in = 46 ◦C, Hair,in = 98%,

fuel = 108.4 × 10−3 l min−1, Tfuel,in = 60 ◦C.
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utlet, and normal hydrogen evacuation follows. Finally, irreg-
lar pressure changes are continuously observed. The pressure
oss increases up to 20 kPa, which is acceptable for a general
umping pressure, so the parallel-type anode channel is effec-
ive for a DBFC even though the characteristics of the pressure
uctuation should be enhanced.

.3. Effect of wall temperature

From the experimental analysis, it is found that the air flow-
ate, humidity and fuel flow-rate are the main parameters that
nfluence the performance of a borohydride fuel cell. Neverthe-
ess, their effects are not very consistent. Especially, the effect
f fuel flow-rate is not well matched. The reason for this incon-
istency could be the absence of important factors. On the basis
f low performance in the case of a high fuel flow-rate, it can
e assumed that increasing of the fuel-flow-rate decreases the
emperature of the MEA. Since measurement of the MEA tem-
erature is almost impossible, wall temperatures of the cell were
easured as an alternative. The MEA was tightly contacted to

he end-plate, and since stainless steel has a high thermal conduc-
ivity, the MEA temperature can be estimated from the end-plate
emperature. Fig. 12 shows the relation between the fuel flow-
ate and the cell performance. As expected, the fuel flow-rate
as a negative effect on cell performance and can be expressed
y

0 = 238.6 − 1.8Qfuel, r2 = 0.58 (2)

here r is the correlation coefficient. It can be concluded a reduc-
ion in the fuel flow-rate can enhance the cell performance. These
esults are different from previous studies. However, the wall
emperature is positively related to cell performance under these
xperimental conditions, as shown in Fig. 13, and the value of
2 is sufficiently high, i.e.,
0 wall

herefore, it can be concluded that a reduced fuel flow-rate
ncreases the MEA temperature. From the lack of a cool-

ig. 12. Power density as a function of fuel flow-rate: Qair = 4–11.1 l min−1,

air,in = 58.1–61.4 ◦C, Hair,in = 100%, Qfuel = 19.8–58.6 × 10−3 l min−1,

fuel,in = 31.8–39.4 ◦C.
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Table 1
Experimental conditions and results

Air
flow-rate
(l min−1)

Air inlet
temperature (◦C)

Fuel flow-rate
(×10−3 l min−1)

Fuel inlet
temperature (◦C)

Stack wall
temperature (◦C)

Current density
(mA cm−2)

Power density
(mW cm−2)

4.0 58.1 39.2 32.2 56.9 260 135.2
5.0 58.4 25.3 22.7 67.8 340 176.8
5.0 58.9 53.0 34.5 55.5 260 137.8
7.5 59.5 19.8 31.8 70.0 320 192.0
7.5 60.3 39.2 32.6 60.1 340 166.6
7.5 60.0 39.2 34.0 62.3 300 150.0
7.5 59.9 39.2 33.0 62.4 320 160.0
7.5 59.7 39.2 37.7 60.0 320 160.0
7.5 59.3 58.6 37.6 55.6 300 141.0

10.0 60.6 25.3 32.2 73.4 420 205.8
10.0 59.9 25.3 33.6 75.5 420 218.4
11.1 60.7 39.2 39.4 61.9 380 186.2
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1.0 61.4 39.2 33.7

ng source, heat generation in the cell becomes severe, which
ncreases the MEA temperature leading to an enhancement in
ell performance. Nevertheless, safety considerations pose a
imit to which the wall temperature can be increased.

Table 1 provides a summary of the experimental conditions
nd results. The relationships between the factors and the cell
erformance are as follows:

0 = −766.2 + 15.7Tair,in, r2 = 0.30 (4)

0 = 205.6 − 1.0Tfuel,in, r2 = 0.02 (5)

0 = 104.8 + 8.5Qair, r2 = 0.52 (6)

The effect of the air inlet temperature is not very strong, and

he fuel inlet temperature is not an important factor because of
he low r2 value. The air flow-rate can be an important factor
hich corresponds with other published data [11,17].

ig. 13. Power density as a function of stack wall temperature:

air = 4–11.1 l min−1, Tair,in = 58.1–61.4 ◦C, Hair,in = 100%, Qfuel = 19.8–58.6 ×
0−3 l min−1, Tfuel,in = 31.8–39.4 ◦C.
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67.7 380 190.0

. Conclusions

To investigate the possibility of a cost-effective DBFC, a non-
recious metal has been used for an anode. The experimental
onditions are confined within practical conditions. The per-
ormance is enhanced by adopting a corrugated anode design,
pplying an anti-corrosion coating in cathode channel, and con-
rolling the fuel flow-rate and air humidity.

Stationary hydrogen bubbles which are trapped in the nar-
ow gap between the membrane and the anode degrade DBFC
erformance. This problem is solved by adopting a corrugated
node design which makes a 2 mm gap between the membrane
nd the anode by giving valleys for effective evacuation of the
ydrogen bubbles.

Galvanic corrosion is the most serious contributor to per-
ormance degradation of the DBFC. Stainless-steel end-plates
nd a nickel mesh for the diffusion layer are subject to attack
n the highly corrosive environment. To eliminate this possibil-
ty, an anti-corrosion coating is applied, and proves effective in
erformance enhancement.

With increase in air humidity from 65 to 85%, cell perfor-
ance is raised by about 11%. It is concluded that humidification

f the air has a positive effect on the removal of sodium hydrox-
de that accumulates on the surface of the cathode catalyst.

Fuel flow-rate controls the wall temperature. A low fuel
ow-rate increases the stack and the MEA temperatures. Due

o the lack of a cooling source, heat generation in the cell
rom the ohmic loss becomes severe, which increases the MEA
emperature and leads to an enhancement in cell performance.
erformance is estimated simply by measuring the wall temper-
tures of the cell.
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